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Described by its designers as a hotel where one can “breathe a free and fun 

atmosphere with a disruptive touch”, Axel is a place where, in design terms, the 

obviously old crashes into the explicitly young. Occupying a 19th-century edifice in the 

city’s hip literary district, Axel boasts high ceilings, fancy neoclassical trim, decorative 

tiles, and a colour palette fit for a dowager. To produce the desired clash, a list of 

elements have landed on top of all that, and the result is for the eclectic-minded 

and world-weary. What makes the grade for additions seems delineated by a wide, 

open-minded attitude, so that references to bullfights and neon-lit lounges can 

appear cheek by jowl; a signature chair from the 1960’s Love-In era nestles up against 

a brass-and-mirror-glass object from Paris circa 1921, or perhaps from last month. The 

design team spread their arms far and wide, gathering in visual connections to gypsy 

culture, red-light district nightlife, corporate logos, and sexual diversity. It’s all meant 

to summarise an inclusive, socially libertarian view of life, rendered in fabrics, metals, 

tiles, colours and lights. In the meantime, guests also get to enjoy ample guestrooms, 

lux bathing chambers, cheeky corridors and a lobby plus restaurant scene at ground 

level that might tempt them to spend more time inside than out and about Madrid. 

You’re supposed to, in other words, have fun here; this isn’t a business hotel, or a place 

to cart the kids on your way to Disneyland. Whimsy, irony, nudge-nudge wink-wink 

knowingness… that is Axel. 

The fun starts near the street, and we’ve written about the restaurant separately [hinge 

vol. 275]. Colour explodes here, in candy hues that shock the intimate rooms into life. 

The lobby, as such, is modest-sized, but party-ready. The reception desk is a backlit 

LED screen glowing underneath the glorious winding staircase, hinting that you’ve just 

arrived at a private palazzo. This is adjacent to an intimate lightwell courtyard that is 

accessed from the street through a traditional corridor. ‘Fake’ shop signs overhead 

lead the way, as if a series of shops you’d never heard of clustered in this mini-galleria. 

In fact these spell ‘words’ that allude to the neighbourhood’s connection to writing. At 

the centre of the courtyard is a famed red-lips sofa, plus scattered anthropomorphic 

stand tables. Yet the strong presence of the original architecture dominates; the lighter 

pieces are sassy but not unruly. And bright colour continues as a theme of Axel. 

On the piano nobile are the largest rooms, called the Noble Rooms, that confirm the 

history of the building. Some of these serve as elegant common areas, others as guest 

suites. Gold details, baroque swirls, mouldings galore, wallpaper! These spaces will 

tug at the schedules of tourists, keeping them indoors longer. Further upstairs are the 

newer rooms, smaller and more mod, with lacy screens, open bathrooms, neon-light 

fixtures, and even zanier colour palettes. Pale sage upholstery pops against black lace, 

azure walls, or cherry red curtains. Brass tables, mirrors frames or reading lamps pull 

things together. A bathroom might be wrapped in diagonally biased black-and-white 

chequerboard tiles. No two spaces are identical. 

Axel Hotel Madrid is a rich meal for the admirers of design buffets. It packs in a bunch 

of different things, but keeps it all just under control. Curated eclecticism is alive and 

still popular, and demands as much skill as it always did. 
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Axel Hotel  
Madrid, Spain

El Equipo Creativo
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Domes 
Charlevoix 

Petite-Riviere-Saint-Francois, Quebec, 
Canada

Bourgeois / Lechasseur Architectes
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Confession: we’re not huge fans of geodesic domes. Seen ’em 

far too much, and for far too long; rarely any innovation there. 

The reason this latest iteration of the architectural form – which 

admittedly has many positives – made it to this list is what the 

designers have done with them here. 

In this first phase of the project, three of the domes were placed 

on picturesque land beside the Massif de Charelvoix, near 

Quebec City, offering views of and hikes through awfully pretty 

forest landscapes. Each dome pavilion rests upon a timber 

platform that acts as foundation, terrace and jacuzzi holder. 

These platforms also conveniently level out spots of the sloped 

hillside. The domes themselves are opaque for the most part, but 

peeled open towards the views, with tiny secondary apertures for 

extra light. Inside, they are organised around a central services 

‘box’ holding bathroom and kitchen. Beds aim at the view. They 

have concrete floors to maximise thermal retention. Radiant heat 

is provided for chilly Quebec winters. The interior surfaces of the 

domes, which of course become walls and ceilings all in one, are 

covered in dark grey canvas. Above the box is a second bed loft, 

accessible by ladder. A modern fireplace is to one side, chic and 

practical. There is comfortable, posh seating in complementary 

fabric. It all adds up to a decidedly – and unexpectedly – upscale 

ambience; this is not camping. 

A major reason for the elegance of the interiors is the grey dome 

wrapping. Punctuated with its pattern of small white-and-metal 

clips, the fabric is terribly good-looking, enveloping the space 

in a duvet of hip cosiness. The exteriors, by contrast, are frankly 

disappointing: a standard-issue white wrapping that looks flimsy 

and temporary. One can’t help wondering why a different tone 

wasn’t considered for it. No doubt there is some practical reason 

(perhaps easier to find at night?). But the economic feel aside, 

it’s a pity the white also jumps out starkly against the beautiful 

surrounding nature. Nevertheless, visitors will be convinced the 

moment they step inside. These domes do justice to the typology. 


